Resin Painting
Senior Secondary

LESSON PLAN
Resin Painting
TITLE:
YEAR LEVELS: Senior Secondary
TIME FRAME: 2 X 1 Hour Lessons

LEARNING GOALS
Understand the process in creating a resin painting
Develop skills in pouring techniques

SKILLS
In this lesson students will explore resin painting
techniques and creating two layers in the one painting.
Students will mix the resin and add colours using pigments
and alcohol inks. They will pour the resin on to a board and
allow to set before adding another layer.

MATERIALS
Resin
Liquid art board
Alcohol inks
Pigment paste
Measuring cups
Safety equipment

Supporting teachers in creative education

ACTIVITY BREAKDOWN
Lesson 1
Students look at and discuss different examples of fluid art including layered fluid art. Discuss how
artists may have gone about creating their designs and the pouring techniques used to create these.
Walk students through how to correctly measure and mix the resin ensuring they remain safe.
Demonstrate how to add colour and the different materials that can be used to add colour.
Students brainstorm the design they wish to create including their colour schemes, the types of
pigments and how they will create their two layers. Students mix and create their first layer
exploring their chosen pouring technique. Allow to set.
Lesson 2
Students reflect on how they created their first layer to their resin painting and whether it went
according to plan. Discuss with the class the process they went through and what worked well and
what they would change. Students mix and create their second layer for their resin painting.

REFLECTION / EXTENSION
Reflection: Students share with the class their artwork and the techniques which they have used to
create their piece. Discuss what worked well and what they would change next time.
Extension: Students could create more layers or experiment with using different materials mixed in
with the resin.

